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EXPERIENCEGREAT TEAM SERVICES

AERMEC - INTECH INTRODUCTION

R&D TEAM
Large team of experts and consultants of
Hanoi University of Science and Technology
(the University leading in teaching,
researching and transferring technology)
with rich experience in M&E projects

MANUFACTURING
Successfully produce AHU, FFU, Passbox,
airshower, air ducts, electric cabinet,...which is
located in Dong Anh, Hanoi

CONSTRUCTION TEAM
Skilled and Experienced

Rich experience in manufacturing,
deploying air conditioning systems,
ventilation, clean room for big factories
with funds from Japan, England, Germany,
Thailand, Korea, Vietnam Goverment and
Private enterprises.

Typical clients are Sunghotech vina,
Taeyang, Elentech, 4P, Handabi, Bridge
power, Viettel, Mong Duong TPP, Cam Pha
TPP,...

MANUFACTURING
- Air ducts

- Cable tray
- Airshower, pasbox, cleanbooth, 
FFU, BFU, Hepabox
- Electrical panel

- Electric cabinet



• BLOWER FILTER UNIT

• CLEANBOOTH

• HEPA BOX

AERMEC CLEANROOM EQUIPMENT

• AIRSHOWER

• PASSBOX

• CLEAN BENCH

• FAN FILTER UNIT (FFU)



AERMEC AIR SHOWER

AIR SHOWERS chambers are specialised
antechambers which personnel need to pass
through before entering cleanrooms in order
to decontami-nate. This is done so by
clearing off dust and dirt particles from
bodies of cleanroom personnel to minimize
contamination of equipment or products.

Application: The air shower are typically
installed between the change room area and
the cleanroom and are used for demanding
applications in the pharmaceutical,
semiconductor, animal research and food
processing market.

Aermec air showers are available in a variety
of customized sizes and WE CAN
CUSTOMIZE suitable with your specific
application.



1- MANUAL SINGLE LEAF SWING DOOR 

AERMEC AIR SHOWER

Model: AER-AS-1000
Insize: 830(width) x 930 (depth) x 1930 (hight) (mm);
Outsize: 1300(width) x 1000 (depth) x 2110 (hight) (mm).



AERMEC AIR SHOWER

1- MANUAL SINGLE LEAF SWING DOOR (continue)

AIR SHOWERS CONNECTION 
DIAGRAM



2- MANUAL DOUBLE LEAF SWING DOOR

AERMEC AIR SHOWER



AERMEC AIR SHOWER

3- AIR SHOWER AUTO SLIDING DOOR



AERMEC AIR SHOWER

4- AIR SHOWER TUNNEL SYSTEM

AIR SHOWER TUNNEL is a related equipment for clean workshop and clean room, which not only
removes dust from the surface of people and goods, but also plays as a role of air lock valve to prevent
unpurified air from flowing into the clean area. It can be used with all supporting clean room and
clean workshop.



AERMEC AIR SHOWER

5- AIR SHOWER FAST UP DOOR TYPE



AERMEC PASSBOX

PASS BOX is designed to minimize contamination into the clean 
room and they are extensively used in biotechnology, tissue 
culture, botany, life sciences, hospitals, chemical industry and 
many more.

MAIN  FEATURES
Interlock
Material: SS304 (not creating volatile organic compound - VOC)
Siren
Status display
Buffering time adjustment
Reset button
Output to central monitor system
Non return pass through setting
Power off, door suction to be shut
UV lighting
PE flat control panel
System water proof, surface cleanable and sanitizable
Floor and wall mounted design

AVAILABLE SIZE:
Width: 500mm, 600m, 800mm
Height: 500mm, 500mm, 800mm
Depth: 500mm, 600mm, 800mm
Size could be customized as per request



AERMEC CLEAN BENCH

CLEAN BENCH is a working environment with its own filtered air supply. Used in a variety
of applications including medical research laboratories, hospitals, manufacturing
facilities and other research and production environments, clean benches direct HEPA-
filtered airflow across the work area to provide a virtually particulate-free environment



AERMEC FAN FILTER UNIT (FFU)

FAN FILTER UNITS (FFU) are designed for equipping individual workplaces or entire Cleanroom ceilings in a cleanroom 
environment. They are used to supply air and to reduce the particle concentration in Cleanroom facilities.



AERMEC BLOWER FILTER UNIT (BFU)

BFU - BLOWER FILTER UNITS is a variant form of the fan filter
unit (FFU) with two separate independent modules connected
together by hoses or soft couplings. It make it easy to connect
to the air conditioning, pressure and airflow systems,
increasing multiples for cleanroom recirculation

With compact structure (including fans, filters, radiators wind
box) support in controlling the clean environment.



AERMEC CLEANBOOTH

CLEAN BOOTH is a simple clean room, 
used for high purification level 
requirements of internal workshop, such 
as the domain of assembly line work, 
high-precision product assembly area.

Features
1. Economy: Lower cost compared with 
the traditional clean room, larger working 
area compared with laminar flow 
cabinet/Clean bench.
2. Efficiency: supply clean vertical airflow, 
easy to improve the cleanliness indoor
3. Convenience: Easy installation/ 
assembling.
4. Flexibility: Movable with wheel for 
small clean booth.
5. Customized design is available.



AERMEC HEPA BOX

HEPA BOXES are designed to provide minimum leak rates and give top performance in quality and durability. It is 
suitable for pharma & food application, cleanroom application.



Please contact us at Website: http://aermec.intech.vn/
Hotline: 0916.158.139

Email: contact@intech.vn 

THANK YOU


